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Samuel Beckkett's Trilogy In
Postmodern Perspective

Ousenhachan ICV.*

Self reflexivity is a dominant subject of postmodern

fiction. William H.Gass dubbed this self-reflexive tendency as

metafiction in 1970. Patricia Waugh describes metafiction as

"fictional writing which selfrconsciously and systematically draws

attention to its status as an artifact in order to pose questions

about the relationship between fiction and rcalitt''(2). She furttrer

suggests that metafictional works are those which " explore a

theory ofwriting fiction tlrough the practice ofvniting fiction"(2).

In metafiction the process of its own making is explored
in a selfconscious manner. The metafictionist deals with the
fundamental issues of communication by directing the attention

of the readers to the ontological status of fiction and to the

complex nature of the reading process. Reader's attention is
also directed to the fact that art is artefact. Self consciousness

and the process by which it got written are the subjects of
metafiction.

"The defining characteristic ofmetafiction, however, is

its direct and immediate concern with fiction making"(MC
Caffery 22). It is an introverted novel. By the turn ofthe century

the novel seems tohaveno otherfield leftto develop andtherefore

it turned in upon itself. Robert Scholes refers to metafiction or
selfreflexive fiction as "fiction, which if it is about anything, it is

aboutthe possibilities and impossibilities of frction"(237). Fogel

is ofthe opinion that'ometafiction entails exploration of the theory

of fiction through fiction itself'(328". Christenson goes a step

further and regards metafiction as fiction whose primary concern
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as each work makes more clearly visible the process of its own
creation"

L{olloy is the first of Beckett's novels to be specially a

writer's book, written down by hero obliged to record his
experiences and transcribe his mental process. MoUoy, Moran,
Malone and the Unnamable are compelled to write this way.

They tell us that they are so compelled and offer us what they
write. ln Molloy, Molloy himself writes down his own tale and

tells us all the while that he is writing and that it is a tedious task
fraught with diffrculty. "It was, he told me, I'd begun all wrong
that I should have begun differently. He must be right I began at
the beginning like an old bulloclg can you imagine that?"(9)

At the opening ofthe novel, Molloy is in a room and his
occupation is writing an accurate description ofwriter's position.

"I am in my mother's room. It is I who live there nof'(9). He
does not know how he got there and what his relation to the man

who gives him money in turn for the pages he writes. He says,

I don't know how I got there.
Perhaps in an ambulance,
certainly a vehicle of
somekindlwas helped I'd have

never got there alone. There is
this man who comes every week.

Perhaps I got here thanks to him.
He says not. He gives me money
and takes away the pages. So

many pages, so much money (9).

Molloypresents himselfas being directedby an authority
from outside; Besides this, Molly refers to a voice'within himself.
The voice like the visitor ha:ries Molloy. In the opening passage

he describes parts ofthe creation process. The incentive to write
comes from within the nagator himself, who gives expression to
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the promptings of the voice by inventing other speakers or
characters in the story. The narrator.makes an effort to describe
characters outside himself but imperceptibly he becomes the
subject of description.

Molloy has to keep reminding himself that he is only
telling a tale and has to be careful to remember what he represents
in the story so much so that he asks the reader to correct any
Iapses he may make. "I cannot stoop neither can I loreel, becausl
ofmy infinnrtyand ifeverl stoop-forgettingwho I am, make no
mistake, itwill not be me, but another,,(35).

His lapses in fact are frequent ..I had forgotten who I
was and spoken of myself as I would have of another,,(40) and
he adds 'excusably' because "from time to time I shall recall my
present existence compared to which this is a nursery tale,,(40).
The existence that he refers to here is the one in his mother,s
bed. It is a man writing in his bed and what he describes is only
adairy. The narrative is intemrpted with his own comments and
keeps himselfreminding that he must tell his tale as it took place
at the time and not as it would happen to him now. Molly says, ,,I
weary of these inventions and others beckon to me,,(63). The
obsessive element, the need to say and nothing to say in the
unnamable, is thus foreshadowed in Molloy and helps constitute
the essential unity of The Trilogt.

The question as to, .Why do I write?' is a central one.
Molloy deals with this problem in the opening ofthe novel, in the
description of the visitor and later when he mentions the inner
voices. Molloy is directedby an agencyfromoutsidewhose will
does not conform to his wishes:

What I'd like rw is to speak of
the things that are left, say my
good byes, finish dying. They
donlt want that. Yes, there is
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more than one, apparantly. But
it's always the same one that
comes. Youwill do that later, he

says. Good(9).

He also refers to a voice from within that functions as

an incentive to write. ttannah Copeland is ofthe opinion that the

voice, like the sfrange visitor, harries Molloy.Indeed it seems to
convey the creative imperative itself.

Molloy's sufferings and his growing difficulties inworking
symbolically represent his failing contact with the world. As the
novel deals with the making of literature, Molloy's painfirljourney

can be taken as a metaphorical description of his difficulties as a

narator. His painful walking indicates his diffrculty as a narrator.

He has problems in getting on with his story as well as finding
words to express his realmeaning.All throughthe novel Molloy
is concerned with the process of attaching words to things, that
is, with the occupation ofwriting. The wholejoumey from Molloy's
observation ofA and C to his gaining a view of the promised
land of his mother's abode is presented as a metaphorical
description of the obstacles the narrator has to overcome, if he

is to continue the story. The various incidents in Molloy's journey

and his way of progressing in circles have direct bearing on the
meaning of the story as a work of metafiction.

Beckett uses sexual activity symbolically to throw light
on the narrator's creative ability. Molloy's lameness was seen

to express his inability to get on with the story. In the same way
his impotence and his mild adventures with the opposite sex signal

his flagging powers as a creator of fiction.
In the second part of Molloy, Moran is the narrator.

Like Molloy he is writing a story. But he is different from and

better than Molloy as a narrator. David Helsa is of the opinion
that the second part of Molloy is a "parabolic presentation of a
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certain facet ofthe task ofwriting"(98).Another indication, that
the story deals with the narrator's situation, is the repetition of
the first two sentences at the end of the novel: "It is midnight.
The rain is beating on the windows" And Moran cancels his
own fiction by adding, 'olt was not midnight. It was not
raining"( I 62). When Moran in the same breath affirms and then
negates his own statements, the narator brings to the reader's
attention that his story is no more than a ficticious tale.

Like Molloy, Moran is sitting at his desk writing. His
actual account begins with a description of how he got started
on his investigation of Molloy and on the report he has to make
of this. He is presently occupied with it,'T remember the day I
received the order to see about Molloy: It was a Sunday in a
summer f was sitting in my little garden, in a wicker chair"(85).
Moran receives a visitor, Gaber, who presents Moran with the
order from the chief. Moran has no free choice. He writes
because this external power tells him to do so. Moran also
experiences an internal voice exhorting him to continue. He
provides flesh and blood to the exhortations of the voice by
portraying the visitor and other characters.

Moran, in a hesitant way, claims to be the author of
Molloy; "Perhaps I had invented him. I mean I found him ready
made in my head"(103). He even boasts of having invested his
creature "with the air ofa fabulous being, which somethingtold
me, could not fail to help me later on"(102). "For who could
have spokento me of Molloy," he reflects, "ifnot myself and to
whom if not myself could I have spoken of him"(103). Moran
thus insists on his authorial power to create characters, and see

them in his minds eye at places where neither he nor they can
actually be when he reflects; "For where Molloy could not be,
nor Moran either for that matter, there Moran could bend over
Molloy''(102). The mission and obsession ofMoran as a creative
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artist is to furd Molloy. Anthonlllartley in this connection observes
that Beckett's characters create and are created.

These reflections of Moran reveal the fact that he is an
artist wrestling with the task of creation in the manner of the
hero setting out on a superhuman quest.

Itis lyingdown, inthewarmth, in
the gloom that I best pierce the
outer furmoils veil, discern my
quarry, sense what course to
follow, find peace in another's
ludicrous distress Far from the
world, its clamours, frenzies,
bitterness and dinry light I pass
judgement on it and on those, like
me, who are plunged in it beyond
recall and on him who has need
ofme to be delivered, who cannot
deliver myself ( I 0 1).

Moran has to content with two opposing forces in
himself; Youdi and Gaber representing conventional literary taste,
and the voice exhorting him to follow a more original inwardly
inspired course of narration. Moran's na:rative changes as he
himself changes. In the end he returns to his old self and then he
is willing to use traditional style and rcchnique.

Molloy's growing lameness expresses metaphorically his
increasing diffrculty in getting on with the story. When Moran is
in the "Molloy county"( I 2 1 ) the bame stiffness and inability to
move on overtake him. As he directs his attention inwards, he
becomes more and more concerned about himself. His tale
develops into one long rambling monologue to the detriment of
narrative aspects like plot, portrayal of character and setting.
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In Molloy anal imagery is used about the art of fiction
suggesting the narrator's loathing for their own product and for
their roles. Their disgust hints at the despair with which they
regard their own situations; their art circles around itselfdisplaying
the narrators situation and techniques.

Molloy and Moran in Molloyrecount faithfully, certain
of their adventures, the latter because he must write a repor!
former for no apparent reason at all. Malone, the author hero in
Malone Dies announces at the outset that he plans to tell himself
stories inorder to take his mind of his dying to pass time until he
dies. The narrator even gives the plan of the narrative. This he
wants to divide into five parts; "Present state, three stories,
inventory there. An occasional interlude is to be feared"(168).
On the whole, the narrator sticks to this outline. Through the
plan already given, the narrator discloses part of the narative
process, which is an underlying aspect of metafiction.

The narrator is bedridden like Molloy, but his physical
and mental deterioration is more advanced and his thoughts
revolve around death much more than in the case of Molloy.
The narrator does not deal with the question of why he writes.
He is greatly exhausted and powerless even to question the state
of things. He submits to his fate as a narrator with greater
resignation.

The narrator does not knorv why he exists in his present
situation, why he goes on writing. He merely assertains that he
feels compelled to continue. He describes this feeling of
compulsion by saying that he is born grave and that he does not
like to play or invent, ie, to write. But every time he tried to give
up playing. "The grown-ups persued me, the just caught me,
beat me, hounded me back into the ground, the game, the jollity.
. . And gravely I struggled to be grave no more, to live to
invenf'(179).
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The commerce of the narrator with the outside world
has been reduced to the pure maintenance of his bodily needs.

The narrator has tried to direct his attention away from himself
but he does not succeed. "But it was not long before I found

myself alone in the darK'(166). It is towards the inner darkness

that the narrator turns. He likewise describes his thoughts, as

being turned towards his inner darkness. From this darkness his

stories seem to come whether he wants it or not:

I know those little phrases that seem so

innocuous and onceyou letthem in, pollute

the whole of speech. Nothing is more real

than nothing. They rise up out ofthe pit and

knowno rest untilthey dragyou down into
its dark (177).

The narrator also talks ofthe single noise that he hears.

Former$ he was able to distinguish the various sounds, but now

"the noises ofnature, of mankind and even of my own were all
jumbled together in one and the same unbridled gibberish"( 1 90).

He must sort this out inorder to create a story of meaning.

His bouts of storytellingare constautlybeing intemrpted

by periods of sombre introspection, when he slips back into the

dead world, airless, waterless, that he aims to avoid by virtue of
his new scheme, o'to live and to cause to live at least, to play at

last and to die alive"(179). This is what gives the novel its

straightforward pattern: a fragment of fiction is followed by a

fragment of self examination and vice versa to the end and an

important theme is the very ambiguity of what constitutes the

fiction and what does not. The observation made by Noorbaksh

Hooti that postmodern metafiction "relies heavily on

fragmentation, paradox and questionable narrators"(40) is
noteworthy here.
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Malone is a self conscious narrator. He pauses from
writing to tell us how his body is feeling, that the light is fading
and so on. He writes in an exercise book and keeps us informed
of every detail of composition:

My little-finger glides before my pencil
across the page and gives warning, falling
over the edge that the end ofthe line is near.
. . . I hear the noise of my little finger as it
glides over the paper and then that so
differen{ ofthe pencil following after ( 190).

Pleasedwith his tale oflamberts Malone congratulates
himself "how plausible all that is..."(183). Malone knows that
he can write andtarrtzlizeus with fragments ofgripping narrative
as well as with psychological insights and impressions ofnature.
Only a born writer can permit himself to scorn writing in this
way : "What halftruths my God. . . What truth is there in all this
babble?'(167) The list ofsuch selfdepricatory phrases, scattered
through the boolg could be extended indefinitely. The writer feels
himself pilloried on words that betray the hopes he places in
them. *Invent. It is not the word. Neither is line. No m attef,(I79).
Writing therefore becomes mortal tedium and one writes
frenziedly in a hurry to be done. Sometimes Malone cannot
continue with the pretence of story telling any longer. He says,
'no I can't do it' and later he laments to himself, *how false all
this is"(179).

Malone despises his work and frequently criticizes his
creative effort. But the fact remains that he is compelled to
write for no easily stated reason. The activity seems obscurely
necessary to life, for when we cease speaking, we are
extinguished as the Unnamable is painfully aware.

Malone is able to maintain his own identity, remaining
separate from his creatures. But in The Unnamable the boundary
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between the first person narrative and his fictions becomes much
less clearly defined. He recognizes that he has more real
existence than his own inventions. So he assumes mask after
maslg moving from one of his creature,s to another and even
attempts to solve his dilemma of identity by speaking ofhimself
in the third person. The condition of the narrator in his search
for identity affects the very style ofthe novel bringing form and
content close together. 'oThe sentences run to pages in length,
are composed of breathless, mutually interactive phrases and
render diffrcult all isolation of language from event.,, (Cohn 12 l ).
Realizing that he cannot exist except in language, the hero spins
out an existence for himself through the novel, while at the same
time revealing the essence of fiction to be nothing more than
words amanmumbles to himself. Inthis bookwith its successive
collapses of pretence, its peelings away, monologue with
monologue of falsification, Beckeff probes the working of the
creating mind and so doing draws near to the essence of creation
itself.

In The Unnamable, ttre narrator is not able to give an
accurate description of his whereabouts.About one third in the
novel, the narrator comes up with an account of the jar, where
he is,then, stationed. The incentives behind his writing is a
"master" who sets him writing, before he is free to saywhat he
wants. The master.functions as a censorto the narrator's words,
rather as theirultimate source of inspiration:

The words . . . have to be ratified by the
proper authority, the messenger goes towards
the master, and while the master examines
the report, and while the messenger comes
back with the verdict the words continue, the
wrong words, until the order arrives, to sop
every thing (42).
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The obligation to uffer words is a punishment inflicted
upon the Unnamable by a 'master,. yes I have a pensum to
discharge before I can be free, free to dribble, free to speak no
more, listen no more and I've forgotten what it is. . . I was given
apensum at birth, perhaps as apunishment forhaving beenborn
perhaps(248).

There can be no possibility ofan end to speech for such
a cessation would entail the end of existence itself. Everything
therefore, fictions and fables included, is grist to the mill.

All this business of labour to accomplish
before I can end of words to say; a truth to
recover; inorderto say it before I can end.
Of an imposed task; once known, long
neglected, finally forgotten, to perform
before I can be done with speaking, done
with listening,I invented it all, in the hope it
would console me.. .(288) .

"1 have to speak"(288),he says, having nothing to say,
no words, but

the words, the words of others and he is never certain,
even that it is with his own voice that he speaks. On another
occasion he says:

the words are everywhere, inside me,
outside me,.. . I am in words others words..
. I am all these words, all these strangers,
this dust ofwords with no ground fortheir
setting, r sky for their dispersing, coming
together to say, that I am they, all of
them(33s).)

He even finds himself stuck in a groove of words. ..I

seek like a caged beas! born ofcaged beasts born in a cage and
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dead in a cage"(356). He finds that creation is a sheer
monotonous torture: "it goes on by itself; it drags on by itself
from word to word, a labouring whirl, you are in it
somewhere"(370\.

One ofthe first remarks of the Unnamable is 'I' say 'I'
and through out the novel he struggles heroically to speak of
himself: "me utter me, in the same foul breath as my
creatures?Say of me, that I see this, feel that fear, hope, know,and
do not know? Yes I will say it and of me alone"(375).The chief
threat to his selftrood comes from those creatures who seek to
obliterate his distinctness either by absorbing themselves into
him or by usurping his person altogether and setting up on their
account.

ln The Trilogt the Beckettian hero concentrates his
attention upon his immediate activity, that is, a preoccupation
with the creative act. The hero recognizes himself as the author
ofthe stories and comments on his creative efforts and criticizes
weakness in his work. He acknowledges that his own existence
is fictional and has no life outside of fiction in which he plays a
central role. The creator's life became coincident with the
created work. The hero is painfully aware of his function as a
creator, for he can speak of nothing else. Thus the simultaneous
and interdependent development ofthe novel and the authorhero
toward self consciousness leaves its traces throughout The
Trilogt.
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